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WSU Lab Band

Meetin' Time .................................................................Benny Carter (1907-2003)

Caminhos Cruzados........................................Antonio Carlos Jobim (1927-1994)
Arr: Austin Cebulske

Shiny Stockings..............................................................Frank Foster (1928-2011)
Arr: Greg Yasinitsky

Jazz Northwest

Red Clay.................................................................Freddie Hubbard (1938-2008)

I'll Remember April................................................Gene De Paul (1919-1988)

WSU Big Band

Hoe Down.................................................................Oliver Nelson (1932-1975)

Evol Deklaw Ni......................................................Thad Jones (1923-1986)

Aries Mood............................................................Mary Lou Williams (1910-1981)

Slop................................................................. Austin Cebulske (b.1989)

Goodbye Pork Pie Hat........................................Charles Mingus (1922-1979)
Arr: Sy Oliver

Tones for Joan's Bones........................................Chick Corea (1941-2021)
Arr: Duke Pearson

Cherokee...............................................................Ray Noble (1903-1978)
Arr: Frank Mantooth

WSU JAZZ BIG BAND

SAXOPHONES
Rogan Tinsley
Alexander Santa Cruz
Dillon Sellers
Ethan Stanigar
Hunter Thacker

TRUMPETS
Dean Johnson
Ashley Swanson
John Johnson
Wynter Barnette

TROMBONES
Jason Kochis
Alex Langland
Aidan Weis
Logan Terry

RHYTHM
Wyatt Salus—guitar
Meg Fritz—piano
Jake Darrow—bass
Erik Hawkins—drums

Jazz Lab-Band

SAXOPHONES
Ansley Lalone
Makalya Greenlee
Samuel Loomis
Gracie Bisilia
Macey Tackett

TRUMPETS
Fernando Nava
Maya Olson
Andon Merrick
Gabriel Aguilar

TROMBONES
Nathan Larsen
Xan Perkins
Timothy Shrader
Colton Foster

FLUTES
Faith Franks
Jacqueline Rucker

RHYTHM
Wyatt Salus—guitar
Daria Manzer - Vibraphone
Marco Gonzalez-Sosa – piano
Calvin Hember – bass
Joe-Henry McQuary - drums

Jazz Northwest

Dave Turnbull – Trumpet
Austin Cebulske – Saxophone
César Haas - Guitar
Christian Kim – Piano
Dave Bjur – Bass
Darryl Singleton - Drums

SOUND & PRODUCTION
Shaun Sorenson, Libby Akin, Jon Melcher & Erik Snider

This Concert was made possible in part with generous funding from Allegro, the Student Association for Music Advocacy and Jerry T. Standal